IWI UZI PRO PISTOL

IWI Uzi Pro with Stabilizing Brace $$ Price Click Promo SAVE $$

IWI Uzi Pro with Stabilizing Brace IMAGE

The UZI® PRO Pistol is purpose-built, with only one goal - uncompromising performance and reliability on a simple and robust design. Click
Image for Details

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Sales price: $1,149.00

Ask a question about this product
Manufacturer: IWI

Description
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IWI UZI PRO PISTOL

Special price available, Click ADD TO CART to view the limited time offer !!

The UZI® sub-machine gun (SMG) was designed and patented by Uziel Gal who, in turn, gave the production rights to the Israeli
Ministry of Defense. After initial testing by the IDF, the Ordnance Corps ordered 8,000 units and the love affair with the world’s most
iconic pistol continues today. Since 1963, the renowned UZI® brand has had sales of over 2 million units worldwide.
The UZI® PRO Pistol is the latest evolution of this storied design, featuring the most advanced firearms technologies. Based on the
famous UZI® SMG, the UZI® PRO Pistol is purpose-built, with only one goal - uncompromising performance and reliability on a simple
and robust design. This 9mm Luger Parabellum version for the American public sports an advanced polymer pistol grip that
incorporates an integrated magazine release button for fast and easy magazine changes. The cocking handle is located on the
receiver side thus allowing for a full-length Picatinny rail on the top receiver cover. A short Picatinny rail is also mounted below the
barrel for additional accessories.
Safety is always a primary concern with the UZI® brand and the new pistol features three safety mechanisms; a conventional manual
safety, a firing pin block and a proven grip safety that must be fully depressed before the gun can be cocked or fired.
Simple maintenance on the UZI® PRO Pistol requires no special tools for quick and easy field stripping. The UZI® PRO Pistol comes
with one 20-round and one 25-round magazine in states that permit magazines with these capacities. Also has a pre-installed
side-folding brace. ( Does not include optic in pictures )

PLEASE NOTE: If you live in a magazine restricted state we remove the hi cap mag and
will be glad to substitute with a 10 round mag IF AVAILABLE. If a 10 round mag is not
available we will remove the hi cap magazine from the shipment. We cannot
ship prohibited magazines to out of state addresses. There will be no substitutions or
discounts offered for removal of mags.
It is your responsibility to be familiar with your current local gun laws BEFORE placing
your order. Please feel free to email us with questions you may have.
By placing an order with Atlantic Firearms you are acknowledging and agreeing to all Terms and
Conditions outlined in the Terms And Conditions section.
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